
A look into the robust reporting tools available from Blue Link’s ERP 
software, including Sales by Month, Sales by Territory, Customer Ranking 
and Weekly Top 10 Customers.



Determine the progress of sales throughout the month, year or given time period. You can also 
identify trends or patterns around high or low sale. Using those insights, you can plan targeted 
campaigns to leverage high peaks or improve low producing months.



Easily identify how each territory is performing and see the performance of individual reps. This 
report can help you identify which territories to focus on, where to add resources and other factors 
that influence sales in any given area.



Zero in on customers that are not buying the same quantities of products this year compared to 
previous years. By investigating increases or decreases in purchasing behavior by customer, you 
identify industry trends and see which customers need more support. 



Discover customer buying behavior and patterns and pinpoint which accounts customer service and 
sales teams should focus on. This report can also help you engage inactive customers or drive loyalty 
with top customers.



Reporting and Analytics

Blue Link provides robust reporting functionality to enable real-time visibility into the 
status of accounts, orders, inventory and sales. With Blue Link reporting and 
analytics, users can pull information from different areas of the software to customize 
virtually any report customers or management may want.

Features include:

✓ Completely customizable report creation

✓ Ability to leverage data already entered into Blue Link in order to generate a 
report, render it a PDF, create an email, put your message in the email and send 
it to all appropriate stakeholders – automatically

✓ Ability to write back to Blue Link ERP, add a new record to your notes or simply 
update a field, changing a status

✓ Ability to create a report based on data within the system which can then be 
updated on an automatic basis for real-time insight into business health

Learn More 

https://www.bluelinkerp.com/reporting-analytics/

